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L INTRODUCTION, . ·. , . 
.> , · ' • 

1. The tropicai tunas which ihllabi t the high ~ie~s off thE/~hore.s of the 
) ~ ' .· 

Americas ' frotn Calfforni:a td Pe:Mi ' and "hoi-th.ern Chile· c'cihsti tute th~· marine 

resources supporting the most valuab1e 'ti~hei/ of the ·Eastern · Pacific Oceari. 

These r~sources consist· of populations of · two ;pec'ies, the Yellow.fin t~a·, ·: 

Th~nus· '(Neothtu1nus) i:nacropterus, and the 'sk:i.pj~ck ("b~rrelete"), Katsuwonus ... 

pelamis. , · In 1953 thbre were produced :frOill the Eastern' Pacific 274 million 

pounds of -these species; consisting 'of 140 million pounds of yeliowfin and 

134 million pounds of skip.jack. 
2. The preponderate share of the catch is' made. by fishing vessels ,b,asei(6:~ .. 
the West Coast of the United States - very modern, long-range craft co~stitu~ing 

one of tlie most· specialized fishing fleets in the wo'rld. A small, ·but 

appreciable, .share of~ the; :cat.ch is made''by vessels bas'e·d in P~ru, whi:te :s~aller: ·. -· 

quantit:i.te:s ·a :i:e landed in Chile, E~u~dor·, Pa~ama, Co.sta Rica:, and' Mexico. M~st ./ ' 

of the landings in other co\.intr:Les th~1i° the · United States a~e- transshippe~ . 

frozen t6 'the United States for pr.oc~ssin3 as c&'.'µed tuna, although small 
1 • • ,: • • • • ' • ' • • • •, • ' • • • • • ~ 

quantities are canned, or otherwise consumed, ·in. the .Latin-American countries, 

3, The Inter-tunerican Tropical Tu."la >conui1ission is e~aged· in the sci~ntific 

investigation of the tuna resources support.irig this :b.s'li~ri'; -~d of the 

resource's of 'bedt ,fi~hes' ·ieq~j_r'ed i;r their': capture by the po'.le 'aria. line fishi~g 

method, whic'h ~cco'unts' for ' bver 86 ·per c~nt :, of the catch. __ ~The remainder is · 

taken by purse seinefs) ~-; '. 

4. The tunas . inhabit . tri'e hi$h sea~, · iri cont;ast to 'the bait species which 
. . ' 

occur prini'arily 'iri inshore' waters, and ~re, therefore,· the more pertinent to 

the subject matter of this conference. - I shall, therefore, confi~e this p~per 
' " 

primarily to discussion of our research on.'the tuna resources. • 

. II. 'DE'I/ELOIMENT OF THE FISHERY :FOR TROPICAL TUNAS .IN THE EASTERN PACIF!C 
I • \ : • • 

5. The fishery fo; tunas . in the ·E~ite·rn Pacific . is of compar atively recent 

origin. ' Canned tuna \,as ·not prddu~ed in .the United States, or elsewhe:te in the 

Amerfoas / until i903 wilen · there w~s ina'ugurat~d iri 'cali~o:rnia . a· 'ne~ i~dustry . •' , 
•'' ' I ·, ,, , •. I ' • • • ' ' 

based on the canning· of albacore tuna (Thunnus ge:cmoJ~ a temperate water species, 
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captured in the seas off Southern California during the summer months , Tbe 

albacore canning industry .. grew rather slowly, but attained by 1917 the 

utilization of 31 million pounds of ·these fish. · The food demand created during 

World War I gave impetus to tne infant industry. It appears that, 

simultane_ously, .about 1918, albacore became rather more scarce ill California 

waters than previously, as a result. of ~hich the fishermen and canners turned to 

the tropical tunas to obta_in the required raw material. The northern part of 
\ 

the range of the t:opical species reache~ to Southern ca,:iifornia, where they_ 

occur only during the wanner months of the year. By 1925, .the industry used 

22 million pounds of albacore, 13 million pounds of rellowfin tuna, and 

14 million pounds of skipjack, 

6. In 1926 there occurred a variation in the local albacore supply, due, . 

presumably, to some oceopographic variation, which motivated the development 

of the modern, long. range fishery for 'Che tropical tunas. In that year the 

albacore practically disappeared from c~lifornia and Baja California, only 

2.5 million pounds being captured, and it wt;i.s not until 1938 that the albacore 

catch again exceeded 10 million pounds. In order to satisfy the demand for 

tuna for canning, the fishermen began to exp;md-the fishing area for yellowfin 

and skipjack sout~ward along the Mexican coast, and,. ·with tq.e rapid development 

of long range craft equipped for refrigeratin~ the cargoes, quickly expanded the 

fishing area southward to the equator by 1931. Subsequently, the fishery has 

. expanded further southward along the Peruvian coast to almost t~e southern limit 

of the distrib~tion, in commercial quantities, of these tropical tuna species. 

7. The increase of the harvest of the yellowfin and skipjack tunas from the 

Eastern Pacific is illustrated in Figure 1. It may be -s~en that that fishery 

enjoyed a sustained growth from its inception untii 1941. During the early part 

of World War II, the production, especially of yellowfin tuna, decreased ' 

considerably, due to the entry into naval service of most of the long range tuna 

clippers, and restrictions on the activities of the remainder of the fishing 

fleet. From 1945 om?ard, as the fleet was rebuilt, the catch increased very, 
, I . 

very rapidly, attaining a peak production of ·over 3~0 million pounds by 1950. 

8. The greatest Share of the catch has, during the years of the modern fishery, 

always bee~ taken by tuna cli'ppe:1's, or bait boats, which are vessels equipped to 
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fish for tuna. by means of pole and line, using for "bait" live, small fishes,. -

whi;h are cast int~ the sea to attract the surface-schooling tuna to-the ·boat. · 

A small share of the ,catch, about 15 per. cent, is taken by ~urse seine. nets ;by 
. . . 

vessels especially built for this .sort of fishing. In Figure 2; is depicted 

the ·landings in California (which constitute most of the total catch) by species . 

and ·type of fishing gear, illustrating this. _ 

9, The bait-fishes employed in capturing the tunas are ·several species of . . -

small fishes, mostly of the families Clupeidae ._ and. Engraulide.e, which occur :in 

quantities in inshore waters- near 'to. the high-seas areas inhabited by the tunas. 

In the northern baiting areas,_ north of.,about Cape San Lucas, the p_rincipal 
. -

-species are Ca1ifori;iia sardines (Sardinops -caerulea) and northern · anchovies· 

(Eng.:raulis mordax). Similarly, at the southern extremity of the fishery, o~f 

Peru, there are available q:uantities of southern anchcnries '. (Enwaulis ringen.s). · . 

In the Galapagos Islands are taken sardines (Sardinops -sagax}°, and smaller· 
. . . 

. quahti ti tes of a spiny rayed fish of the ·family Xenictliyidae which the 

fishermen call "salima11
• In the tropical seas, approximately between Baja 

Ca~ifornia and Cape Blanco, Peru~ the principal bait species is a deep~bodied, 

tropical anchovy (Cetengraulis mysticetus) known to the tuna -fishermen as 

"anchoveta" ; Quite -small quantities of several species of tropical cJ.upeoid . 

fishes, known to the fishermen as "herring", are also taken for tuna-bait from · 

the tropical areas. Bait · is l!leasured by the fishermen i~ "scoops", a scoop 

being the quantity of fish lifted from the bait seirie to the bait tanl;s of the -
' ' 

fishing vessel by means of a small dipnet. ··A scoop is ~pproximately nine pounds :: 

of bait fish. The relattve importance of the different kinds of bait is 
. . 

illustrated by figure ·:;, which depicts· the quantity of b~it used., by varicti_es, 

by United States clippers for the years 1951, 1952 and 1953 • 

• 
III, THE INTER-AMERICAN TROPICAL TUNA COMMISSION 

10, The very rapid J?Ostwar in~rease ' in' the f'isher-.1 for yellowfin and skip j'ack 

tunas in the . Eastern P~cific g~ve rise to concern as to the effects of fishing_ ' 
. . •: , ., 

on the tuna resources, as weli as on the.bait resources. Vecy li~tle scientific 

ini'ormation was available respe~ting these: species of fi'sh, and no one had any : ·. 

idea about the current status of the fishery with re~pect to th~ :condition which . 

. would provide maximum sustained yield. In order to make possible the scientific 
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investigation of th~ _tunas and-be.it fishes, and the effects of the fishei;y on" 

them, . there was consummated in 1949, and ratified in .1950, a Convention between 
. - , ' . . 

Costa Rica and the United States of America establi_shing the Inter-American 

Tropical Tu,na Commission. Under the terms of the Convention, the purpose of the 

Commission .is to gather and interpret fac~ua.l information required to facilitate 
. . 

maintaining, at a. level which will permit maxim~ sustained catches year after 

year, the populations of yellowfin and. skipjack t,mas, and of other kinds of . 

fishes tal~en by tuna fishing vessels in the Eastern Pacific Ocean. 

11. The Commission is directed, and authorized, by the Convention to .undertalre 

necessary scientific investigations fo~ this purpose and, on the basis of these 
. . . 
investigations·, t9 recommend proposals for -joint act:i,on designed to keep the 

populations of fishes covered by the Convention at the levels of abuµdance which 

will permit maximum sustained c~tches. · · 

12. · The Convention · contains ·a pr:ovisi?n whereby any other nations havi?g an 

interest in the tuna fishery may adhere by a simple exchange of correspondence 

with the existing r,1embers. Pana.ma thus adhered t,o the Convention in the autumn 

of 1953. 
13. The Commission cornrnenced its inv~stigations in 1951 with a small scientific 

staff, which since _has been augmented by additional· scientific and technical 

persomiel. This staff has 1 during the last four years, made rather . good progress 

on gathering the scientific information required for the purpose of the 

Convention. At the outset both the biology and ecology of the tunas, and the 

condition of the stocks was almost entirely unlmmm. A very great deal Y:et 

remains to be learned, but, as will be seen, _ we are, after four years of study, 

approaching posses~ionof sufficient information to assess the general status of 

.the fishery, and to provide a part of the scientific information required ass 

basis of future conservation action by the member Governments. 

14. The Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission is unusual in that it has been 

able to commence its investigations at a stage in the development of the fishery 

when serious overfi~bing has not yet occurred. Very often adequate scientific 

•research on a fishery resource is not undertaken until economic distress, 

resulting from ?Verfishing, mal:es such research imperative. We ha.Ye here an 

• opportunity to provide the scientific basis of maintaining the harvest from the 

resource, and preventing serious overfishing before it occurs, 
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IV . . SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION RESPECTING THE . TROPICAL TUNAS 

A. . Geographical distribution · 

15- Yellowfin and skipjack tunas are found in the Pacific in a broad band across 

the ocean, exteno.ing Ott either side· of the equator, bounded, approximately, by 

the surface isotherms of 20° c. In addition to the commercial fishery in the 

Eastern Pacif_ic, off t .he coas~ of . ~he Americas, there is a sizable fishery, 

pursued primarily by Japanese fishing craft, on the western side of the Pacific, 

extending eastward among the islands of the Central Pacific to the longitude of 

Hawaii. Both species, together with the bigeye tuna (Parathwmus sibi) are 

fished commercially in the seas s~µ-rounding the Hawaiian Islands, and this 

fishery is expanding southward along the Line Isiar.ds to the vi~inity of the 
' 

equator. They are also lmown to exist in commercial abundance in the vicinity of 

\ the Marquesas and Society Islands. Exploratory fishing by the United States Fish 

and Wildlife Service has showµ that yellowfin .tuna occur ·at various longitudes , 

bet,leen the American mainland and the Central Pacific. 

16. In the high seas off the shores of the Americas, the yellowfin and skipjack 

tuna occur in comm~rcial abund~~~ from approximately latitude 32° N •. to 20° s. 
At t~e northern and southern .extremes of the range, these fish appear only during 

the warmer months of the year, but in the middle part of the range they are 

present at all times. Skipjack, apparently, tolerate sligbtly lower temperature 

than yellowfin, their range e)ctending slightly:further to the north and south; 

skipjack are sometimes taken commercially during the warmest months of the year, 
' . 

off Southern Ca.J.ifornia on the north, and off Copiap6, Chile, on the south. The 

present range of the fishery by means of modern, high seas :fishing craft', covers 

almost the complete span of latitides, extending fr9m the northern extremity to 
. . 

about Callao, Peru. The commercial fishing area extends offshore .from the 

maipland about 300 miles, except where there are outlying islands (Revillagigedcs, 

plipperton, Cocos, Galapagos) where it reaches out even farther to include the 

seas near to such islands. 

17. Within this range, the tl.mas are not found everywhere in equal abundance, but 

are found concentrated in certain localities ~hich, as will be explained later, 

appear to be particularly favourable feeding areas, determined by the oceanic .' 
circulation. 
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. 18. The geographical ·distribution of .the· catch from the Eastern Pacific, and the 

.areas of concentrations, may be illustrated by the catches made. by the tuna 
. I • ' ' . 

clippers based in the United States 1 which keep .accurate logbook records of their 

operations fo~ th~ ~tma Connnission, for the year 1953. Th~· levels of production 

of yellowfin and skipjack tuna by these vessels .during that year are shown ·in 

Figure 4 for ea.ch one deg17ee square in which fishing was done. While there is 
. ' .. . . , 

. sane variation from year to year, the main. c~ntres of produ~tion have. r~~ined 

- nearly the .same for the recent years for which such detailed records are 
'\ •, 

available. 
,\ .. 

B. Population relationships 

19. Since the yellowfiri and skipjack tunas occur completely across the Pacific, 

it is important to kno.w whether the fish captured in the Eastern Pacific fishery · · 

. are members of populations con_iJneq. to that region, or whether they a~e 
. . . . 

representatives. of larger population!,: which migrate freely throughout tfle trans-

oceanic range of each species. Knovledge of whe.ther . the members of the~e species 

in the Eastern Pacific belong to populations distinct from those further to· the 
. ' 

westward is of imp~~--tence to (1) considering the magnitude of the .. ~atch in 
. .. 

relation to the magnitude of the resources; (2) determining the region in which 

· . it is nec~ssary :to -~onduct research; and {3) deterrnini:i1g ~~e geographical extent 

of jurisdictional areas W.Aich may be required for co~s~rva~~on management. 

20. With respect to :Yellowfin tuna, it has been tentatively concluded that the 

resource supporting-the American fishery is distinct from those further to the 

westward. Three 1ines of evidence support this: (1) morphornetric comparisons of 

specimens from the .American area with specimens from French ,Polynesia and with 

specimens from Hawaii reveal rather large differences ,in fih lengths and body 

. ·• '.l?roportions; ( 2) tagging (by the California State Fisheries Laboratory) of . · 

'· yellowfin off the Americas has resulted in no . recoveriQs from the commercial 

fisheries to the 1-1estward, and ( 3) analysis . of . statisti~s of' fis.hin~ intensity ·: • 
• ~ , • ~ < 

and population .abundance {which will be discussed later) indi~ate that the changes . . . ' . . . . .. .. 

-, in fishing intensity have measurably affected . the abW1dance, which would be 
,, ' . ' . . 

unlikely if the fishery were supported by a large, trans-oceanic pop~tion 
. ' ·' , 

which is unfished throughout much of its range. 
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21. With respect to skipjack tuna, we cannot yet araw· similar conclusions." 

Morphomet~ic studies do show indications of different:tation bet-ween .American 

fish and specimens :from further westward, but the data in hand are not y~~ . 

adequate for finn_ conclusions.· Tagging, again; . has resulted in no recoveries 

from 1outside th~ range of the .American fishery, but such negative evidence ·is 

not; by itself, a sufficient basis· for conclusions. Analysis of statistics of 

fishing intensity and abundance of skipjack, u.rilike the. yellowfin,- do not 

reveal any measurable. effect of fi.shi.ng on tn~ abundance. The question, for 

this spec_ies, is the±-efore, still open. 

22. · It is·; of cotu.·se, of very' g!leat importance also to d~termine ·whether withi~ 

the region .of the East Pacific fishery these specias are further subdivided into 

distinct or semi-distinct populations, or stocks, which shoultl be considered .as 

separate biological units in the management of the fishery. Preliminary 

investigation of this problem by ·means of comparison of mo.rphometric data 

indicates that this technique may not be adequate, b~cause of the inabiii ty, _ fbr 

technical reasons, to be able to distinguish small ·anatoinica1 ~ifferenc~s • . 

Satisfactory results may be obtained from·tagging, ·td determine the'ra.ri~e of 

migrations of spe~ilnens tagged in different locations, ·_ and so determine the 

degree of intenningli'ng, The California '-State Fisheries Laboratory has, during 

the past two years, .conun~nced such tagging experiments, with encouraging results.,· 

but it is yet too soon for any .definitive conclusions~. Migra,tions of up to six 

and I seven hundred miles have been recorded for some. specimens' at liberty in the . . . 
' . . ' 

neighbourhood of a year. · Marzy specini.ens ha:..•e, however, shown rather short 
' . ~~ ' ... ' 

n:ovements in the same interval of time. It appears that these tunas do not 
~ ' ' ' . ·. 

diffuse rapidly througho~t the range of ·the . fishery, but this does.not preclude 

complete mixing throughout at a slower rate. 
' . . ' . . 

23. Information from size composition of catches may also be brought to bear. on 
' • I • • • . • 

this problem, _since., if ,~he stocks are heterogeneous~ cons~stent di;f'ferences in 

size cowpoaition., . persisting in a geographical subr~gion may be taken as 
- . ' ' . . . . 

evidence that. sep~ation of population~ _is being ~intai~d .. , Here, again, not 

enough data have yet been gathered along this line , :f'o:r ·. such purpose. 

24. Pending the solution. to these problems,_ we ~e collec~iJ:?-g ~h~ data <;m . 

fishing effort, yield, and tuna abundance by the smallest practicable 
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geographical sub-areas, so that they may be recombined according to such 

natural boundaries as may exist .• _ 

c . Information on life history, ecology, and behaviour 

25. The . yellowfin. and skip jack tunas are creatui·es • o:f' the high seas. They lead • 

a completely pelagic ~istence throughout their lives. Due to their completely 

· .. • oceanic habitat,. the study of their biology and life history is technically 

difficult, and expensive, in conseqq.encf:l. of which, until recent years, very 

little has been known concerning them. During the past decade, llowever, some 

fisheries scientists of the United States, Japan, and other countries have 

devoted rather intensive efforts . to this group .of fishes, so thl;J.t our former 

· ignorance is being replaced by some. knqwledge of the more important aspects of 

their biology. 

26. The yellowfin and ~kipjack tunas, ,during their early years of life at 

least, aggregate into schools near the surface. This behaviour is the basis 

of the fishery in the Eastern Pacific, since both the live-bait and the pui·se• 
. ' 

seine methods of fishing, depend, for their efficient capture, on the occurrence 

of sizable schools. Skipjack tuna in the commercial catch range in size from 

about three to thirty-five ·pounds. Yellowf'.in tuna in the catch range in size 

from about six to two hundred pounds, most of the catch consisting of fish of 

less than abou~ forty pounds. Analysis of size frequencies indicates that, for 

both species, the bu'Lk of the catch consists of members of only three or four 

age classes, the youngest fish being pr9b~ly in their first' or second years of 
' ' . 

life. 
27. The s?nallest sizes are not represented in the catch in proportion to their 

abundance in the sea, both because of selectivity of fishing method at very 

small sizes, and because of a legal requirement in the State of California {where · 

the bulk of the catch is landed) that skipjack be over 4 pounds (h6 ems.) and 
. . ~ ' 

yellowfin be over .7 l/2 pounds (57 ems.). At very large sizes, the yellowfin 
' 

tuna become partially unavailable to the surface fishing methods in use in the 

Eastern Pacific,'due to a vertical migration to· greater depths. In the 

· Western Pacifi~ and in the vicinity of Hawai.i· these large fish are captured 

commercially by means of pelagic long ~ines, fishing as deep_ as 90 fathoms , 
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No commercial fishery by . this metl1,od has .. been:· developed. in . th(;), Easter11, Pacific. 
- • • • • ,\ . .. , •• ••• ' • • • , J'.r • • 

Experimental fishing by_ the Tim._a Commis~~,on1_: t.?e Scripps.
1
Institution of 

Oceanography, . the ~~ifornia State Fish~ries Laborato:l7 ,. aild other age~cies has 

showµ., .however, th~t, particularly .in tpe vicinity of "Ghe. equator, .these. large 
• ' • ' . • . .. ,. • · i - •• . • • • • ' •• 

sub-surface yellowfin also occur in :the Eastern Pacific. There .is- no evidence 
• • • •• 1 '' ' ~ • : ' o I ' . • • • , • : , 

that the skipj_aclt beh~ve similarly, . since .this . species is . not taken, excep'j; . 
. . ~ ,. - ' . . . - . . . - ' ' . . 

infrequently, on longline gear. This., however, might be due to .selectivity of 
' ,. I . ~ 

the gear . rather than absence_ of the species. _in sub-surface l~yers of .the .~ea. 
. . .. ' . .. . ' 

28. It has been shown that .the tunas tend to school by size!?, so that the 
. . ', - . ' . . . . -·· . . . . 

members of a school are more similar in siz_e_ :J;;han in a. random sample of the 
' populatj_on . . _ Sampling of the la"ldings, to . o~ta.iri a representati v~ sample of . the 

-
catch involves, therefore, drawing_ samples from a sufficiently large n.umber of 

. •' . . . . 

different schools to average out this source of statistical error. This is _done 

. , - , 

by taking ~amples from the catch of several different vessels, and fo~ several. -. . · , . . . . , . 

diffE:_rent fishin~ ~ys for each vessel, for each geographical_ area and time , _•:: .-· 

period considered. The Tuna Commission, in co-operation with the Caltfo~ia 
. . . 

State Fisheries Laboratory., has in routine operation a programme of sampJ,.,ing of 
• • • ' • , - , .. ~ J ' > I . .. 

the landings .to determine the size composition of the catch,for eacJ:l. _m(?nth of the 
. ~ . . . . 

year for six geographical regions of the fishery. These data are expecte~ to . ' 

yield information qn e.ge and grcmth, on total morta~ity rates, and .on the 
, . ' . ' "' ~ . ' . 

population st:i;-ucture of the resources, The programme pas not .been in operation , 
' ' • ,• ) • ,r , • • I • , •• I . , , 

long enough to draw conclusions respecting the 'latter two matters., b~t sane . 
. . • ..:. • ' • ' • ' • . . ~ ~ i • 

inform~tion respecting growth rates _is forthcomins. 
' 

29. It appears., from the occurrence and tim~ progresS.ion of modes in the length-

frequencies., ~hat both the yellowfin a.nd skipjac~ tunas are relatively rapidly 
'. . . ' . . .. ·'· 

growing spe~i~s, ~he commercial c~tch being comp~sed P.:t'.imar,ily of only _about . 

three age _groups in each case~ .Determination of age _ is yet tentative, since 
' . - . .. 

aging by ~~ks on_ ~d parts .has not, so far, ·p1~oven successfuL FFom the 

positions of the modes of the size frequencies., however, it appears certain that 

the youngest · age group ·of yellowfin tuna in the _ C9ID111ercia.l, c~~ch cannot. be over · 

two years old and is prob~bly but ·one_year old . . Determination of age at ~irst 
. ' • ' • , •·,• • .• . ••' . , • : ; , ! ' I ' : , ' ' ..;. .' I 

capture of skipjaclc is less .certain fro~ pr~sently a.vailabie date., but i~ 

tentati~~ly app~ars that ,the ~oungest _age gr~~ i~ two :r~~s old. ':J:t appea~.s~ 

therfore, that, _:f'or b_o~h -~pec~es., _growth, and .turnover of pcpulation, 
. ' . . '.,- ' . ' . . , •. ,\ ' 

is very rapid. 
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30, · spawning of the ·trop'ica.l tunas ·occurs over a wide .geographical range, and the 

spawning ·season is quite long. Indeed,· in the vicinity of the equator, 

investigations, both by the Tuna -cor.miission arid by the United States Fish and 

Wildlife Service unit 'operating from Hawaii, indicate that sane · spawning takes 

place thro_ughout the .entire year~ Under these circumstances, large variations in 

year class strength e.re less ·iikely than for species baving a restricted spawning 

area and a short spawning season. 

31. A avery large number of eggs is spawned by each female. Investigations in 

Hawaii have found, for example, that· a 100 pound yellowfinproduces over 

two million eggs at a single spawning, and that each fish may spawn more than once 

during tQe year. Material for fecundity .determinations for both yellowf:tn and 

skipjack from the _Eastern Pacific have been colJ:ected,· but have not yet been . 
. . 
analysed. 
32. The pelagic ·eggs . hatch in less thari 48 hours. · The eggs and larval stages 

are taken from the surface to at least200 metres depth in plankton net hauls: 
. . 

Juveniles from about i to 10 centimetres have been collected by light and dip~ 

net, at night, at oceanic stations off the Central J\nlerican coast, and elsewhere, 

and have also been collected among the stomach contents of adult tunas and other 

pelagic carnivorous fishes. 

33, With respect to feeding llabits, investigations by our staff :t.n the Eastern 
. , I . 

Pacific, and by investigators of other agencies in other parts of the Pacific, 

indicate that the tunas feed ·quite omnivorously on all forrns of pelagic animals 

encountered on the high seas which are of suitable size, ranging from Euphausids 

an~ Sqtiilla larvae, to fairly large Cephalopods and fishes. 

34, Migi·ation pat~rns of tunas in the Eastern Pacific are not yet elucidated • 

. Extensive taggfng experiments have been instit.uted by the California State 

Fisheries Laboratory, and these will be augmented by the Tuna Commission in the 

near future. Results as yet are insufficient to detennine seasonal. migration 

patterns. 
35. · As has been illustrated by Figure 4, showing the · geographical distribution of 

~atches by tunas clippers during ·1953, the tunas are concentrated in certain areas. 

~ere are such regions of concentration off ~aja California., in the vicinity of 

the Gulf of Tehuantepec {which. occurs during the early part of the 'year only), 

off the coast of Central America, in the ree;ion lying .off the coast of the-northern 
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part of S(?uth .t\merica, and :i.n the vicinity of tne Galapagos Islands! ~'hese. 

regions of· concentration corresp~:md, in g~ner'tu, :with regions of high production, 

of food organisms, as indicated by the volume ''of . zooi,la.pkton per unit: vol~ne ·. ·of 

water. ';J:his is illustrat.ed by Figure 5, ~hewing :the distribution of . plarµ-rton , 

: volum~s .obtained on a recent oceanographic expedi'tion. 'The zoopianktc;>n is, in . 

major part, a s_tep iowe-r, iri 1 the food· 'chain than the animals which Sre' fed -~n by ; 

the tunas; . but it is expected that the brganisins on which the tuna feea: :'Wili be 

mos't·abundant in regions of high. standing crop -of zooplankton. · It fur,ther -appears 
. t,. 

that these reg~ons of high production of zooplankton ·organisms are ·c!,,lso ·regions 

where the su~face waters are enri~bed ~y basic nutri~nts. brought up from the 
deeper J,ayers 'by' upwellillg1 or by ·nu.xing. filong m~jor current bound~ries. ·It ·s.eems. . -. : 

l~gicaf·to hypothesize that. regions' which ·are f~'rtilize~ by these ·.physical, . . I. 

proces.s.es -~~;port an abundant _growth. of p:d.mary (plant) producers, whi~h in turn 

support a~ abU11dance of organis~s higher in the' food c·hain,· cu.1.minat.ing .ill the . , · 

tunas, -wM,.ch are haryested by man. 
I .•, • •. • 

'Since the oceanographic regime, · t9 which the 

tunas seem to be s·o closely related,. is not constant, _.but is subject to_ .variations ' 

between seasons· and · years, it is ·1mporiant, to achieve understanding of .. the details 

of the ·oceanic·· circulation, and .the co.us-es of its variations. This is, of course, 
J . . 

a very; li:if ge pr.oblem, on, wh;!.ch only a beginning has .. been made:. . . ' . ' . 
- • ,' "",1 , .. 

D. Effects of fishing on the resource and current status. 

36. The': i:!entral problem of the· Int.er-American. Tropical Tuna Commission is .th~ '· . 
. . ' \ 

determinati'6n'. of the effect of amount . of fishing on the tuna. resource.s, with 
. . ' . . 

particular·reference' to''determiµing wheth~:r the present level . of exploitation ·1s 
. . . . . . 

abov~ . or below that level correspoildin·g t(? . raaximum sustainable . harvest. 

Fundamental :to the investigation'. of these matters is the measurement, over a s·eries . . 

of years encompassing different levels o~ fishing.intensity, of the abuµdance of. 

the tunas, the intensi-:t;y of fishing, and the totai, ' catch. Such'measurenients are 

most convenie.ritly obtaiiled from -the detai_led records of th~ fishery 1t'seli'. A .. 

vecy .great part of th.e labours of . t:tie s~a.ft' ha_s, ~here_f9re, .·b~en directed toward 

collection and compilation, on a continuing.:b~sisr 6:e detailed infonnation '' 
• · ' t • I .• 

regarding . the. 8:ffiOUnt caught of each speties/ q,_ates . and ·•. locations. of fishing, and 

effort requi:red . to make the ca.:tches. ; Sinqe' data :frc;tl\ . ~ consid~rable series of 
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years are required for proper.analysis and interpretation, we have bent our efforts 

t6 obtaining pertinent data not only for current years, but also for past years,· 

before . the . establishment of · the Commission. · 

37. Information respecting the total catch of .each species from the Eastern 

Pacific is available, since the very ~arl? days of the fishery, from the records 

of tuna c~ers and of Government agencies in tl}e·United States and other countries 

where fish are landed~· We have compiled the·se statistics for past years (Figure 1) 

and we collect them currently on a continuing basis. 

38. In order to measure the relative abundance ·of each species of tuna, as 

encountered by the fishermen,·two kinds of measurements are available, the catch

per-day1s-absen~e-from~port .and the catch-per-day-of-tuna-fishing. From records 

of qua.'ltities o:r tuna landed and number of days absence from port, which we obtain 

from nearly the entire fleet of vessels .landing their catches in the United States 

(which account, currently, -for about 90 per cent of the total catch) it is possible 

to compute the average catch-per-day-of-absence-from-port. For seiners this 

provides a measure of the ·abundance of the · tunas, since they fish for the tunas 

directly witn nets. · For clippers, however, this statistic measures the combination 

of apparent abundance of tun~s and prior success in catching the live-be.it ,employed · 

in this fishing method. If, however, the.percentage of the time absent from port 

which is spent in tuna fishing is .relatively constant, th~ catch-per-day's-absence 

will measure the apparent abundance of the tunas. Fortunately, . as will be shown, 

this · appears to be the case.· The catch-per-day's-absence has the great practical 

virtue . that we have available records from which to compute it tor nearly all 

vessels engaged in the fishery over the past twenty years, so that it may be 

employed to study major changes' which have occurred as the intensity of fishing has 

changed over that period. 

39. A more exact measurement of average abundance of tunas, as encountered by the 

fishermen; is provided by the catch-per-day-of-tuna-fishing. This is computed from 

logbook records -of days actually ~vent fishing.for tunas, and the resulting catch. ' ,' 

Current data are gathered by means of logbooks, especially designed, provided free 

to fishing captains by the Commission. k specimen page of such a· logoook is sh~wn 

in Figure 6. Since 1951, when we commenced our investig~tioni(," over 8o per cent 

of all trips made by vessels landing in the United States have·been covered by 
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such logbooks. For e'arlier' yea;s, fortunately; ~ number of vessel masters h~d· kept 

logboo~. records for their own purposes, which they· have kindly inade ,available.:to ·us . . · 

A rafrly adequate sample' of' the la.ndingJ a.re' covered by such logbooks . s·ince 1947, 
and some logbooks are avatlable back to ' 1930. . , . . . . 

~ ~:. 

40, Becaus'e the ·efficiency of fisping var:i:es with size of vess~r, ·~e compUe the 
. . ' . . . ' . ' 

basic data: respecting catch per unit of effort by six size · catego'r:tes, based _on . . 

tuna-carrying capacity. From comparison of records. 'of vessels of . different ·.siz~s .. 

during the same years, it is' possible to a:~·rive, correcti~n fact;rs, ~~ tha; _thi ... , 

catch per unit of effort (catch-per-da.y's•fisbing_ or .catch-per-day's-absence) may : 
be expressed ;l.n standard units (Le~ the catch per unit of effort in ten-11s of ~ 
si~e category' ta.ken as standard) to correct forcbang~s· in the size composition Of 

the fishing fleet over the years. 

41. From the catch-per-uay1 s-fishing, based on clipper logboolt recorq.s, compared 
, ' I ' • 

with the catch-per-day's-o.baence of the s~. trips, ~or !~cords available fran 

1936.1953, it has been possible to show that there is a rather constant 

relationship between the two. This is illustrated in Figure 7, In the lower 

panel, we show, :for yellowfin tuna, as abscissae, the mean 'catch-per-day's-fishing 

an~,. as orc.ina.tes., the mean catch-per-day's-absence, for ·.each vessel categorY,: for . _ ,

each yea·r during which a · specified number of trips · ;ere a~ailable for calcui~ting 
.· \' . ' . 

both averages. It ma:/ b'e seen that the points cluster fairly. closely about a. trend 
. . ; 

line.· 'l'his indicates that the catch-per-day's absence may be taken as a reas~nably 

good, estimator of the catch-per-day' a-fishing and, therefore, is also probably a 

fairly good estimato1· of the apparent abundance of this species as encountered by 
.. - : .. 
the fiijhermen. In the upper panel, the same sort of inf~nnation is shown for . 

skipjack tuna, with similar results~ For akipjack we employ only the four smallest 

size-categories of vessels, omitt:I.ng the t,.;o largest classes. This has been done 

because analysis of relationships between landings of the tw~·species has shown 

·that~ for : the· t,-io largest classes of vessels 1 · the amount ~f time spent fishing • for 

skipjack is influenced by abundance of yellowfin,· whereas this does not appear to 

be true for the smaller vessel size classes. 
. . . 

42. _Campi_lation of information has _been completed resl?ecting total catch of both 

species oi' tunas 'frc:m the Eastern Pacific, and the' catch-per-dsy1 a-absence , fo~ an . 
' . . ' ' . . 

adequately large sample of the fleet from 1934 through 1953. From the catch-per-

day~s-absence., in standard units,\ and the total catch may also ~e computed the 

total. relative intensity of -fishing f'or each ,year. 
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· 43. These series of statistical measurements of amount of fishing, yield, and 

apparent abundance, considering as a whole the populations of each tuna species 

for the entire Eastern Pacific· give results of importance. In Figure 8 are shown 

for yellowfin tuna: (1) total ·landings. by al),. vessels and alitypes of .gear, a 

measurement of yield; (2) 9atch-per-day's-absence of a large sample of United 

States clippers, standardized to a cl~ss IV clipper, a measurement of abundance; . 

( 3) calculated aino.unt of ·total fishing · effort, in te~s of number of day~ s absence 

from port of a standard .class ·rv· clipper, . It may be seen that, as the amount of 

· fishing increased· from 1934 to the time of the United States' s entry into World . . ' . 

War II, the catch incre~sed, but the cai;chper.·unit of _effort declined rather 

steadily. With the decrease in fishing effort during the early war years, y~eld 

declined, but abundance increased sharply. Beginning in 1945, . the amount of' 
.. 

fishing increased rapidly for a few years, resulting in increased yield but 
. . 

decreased abundance. In recent years, intensity of fishing exhibits a slight 

upward trend, · while the corresponding dowm,rard trend of abundance is likewise 

· small. The fishery appears to be stabilizing, with a 'yield somewhat below the 

peal{ ·yield of 1950. 
44. It ·seems to be valid to conclude from these data that the intensity of fishing 

. has been sufficiently great to affect the average abundance of the yellowfin tuna. 

This isi of course, the inevitabl~ result of effective exploitation of a fish 

population, and indicates only that the rate of catching is ~ta sufficiently high 

level measurably to affect the average size of the standing crop. · In ·itself, it 

tells nothing about the relation of present level of exploitation to level of 

maximum sustainable yield.· 
. . . . . 

45. To cbt&in ~ome idea about this · latter point, we have in Figure 9 ~ plotted 

the tbtal catch against the fishing intensity (the S8.jlle data as in Figure 8}. We 

have also plotted on this same graph a theoretical curve tof ~quilibrium catch 

(average sustainable yield) against fishing inten~ity, based on the assumptions 

that the yellowfin tuna population aggregate cons~dered here has a population 

growth curve of the form of the Verbulst.;,,Pearl l~gistic, and that the mean 

equilibrium population is linearly related to the amount of fishing effort. It 

should be noted that these assumptions may be only approximately true, and _a~so 
. ' 

that, due to the rather large variability of catches from 1947-1953, the 
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theoretical curve may not ~~ove,.to be · q~te-.c;~~e·ctly fitt~a.·. With these 

reservations,; however., . it may be .seen 'that _it appears . that .the present level of 

fishing intensity for yellowfin' tunri in 'the East~~n Pacific is, in .the aggregate., ' 

near, 'or perhaps slightly beyond th~ . le..;e1'·. correspo~ding to maximum sustainable 
, . . . . ' 

yield. 

46. 
. ,-. •. ' I '' ••. '>•: i ' \ • .., 

While. ~he· foregoing conclusions are. va].id ·-~or ·~lie aggregate of ·e.11 yellowfin 

in the Eastern Pacific, if it 'turns out that ~here are., in truth, . several sepa.r,ate 

populations involv~d, it is po~sible, and in~eed p~obable, that they might be in 

quite different stag~s of exploi~a~ion; some of them might be under:fished .whiie . 

others are overfished. 

47. Although the fishery in 1953 appear; ._iohave, _for yellowfin, reaghed a level 

Of 'intensity near to the level or ma,•dmtk·s~stai'nable y~eld, there is :~~.li,kely' 

imminent danger of serious overfishina, ·,:Due to e_c;on5)mic \i_onditi~ns,- the ·intens:j.t;y 

of fishing. has deJ'rea~ea.· in ·1954, ' and does not promis,~ ·to, increa~e. in 1955. · 

Financial° returri~; from the fishery are such that building of ~w vessels to 

replace normal l~sses i~ not economically a.ttractiye, as _a_ result of which t,he_ . 

fi'shing fleet ·has been shrinking since 1951 (Figure 10). In 1952 and 195}, the . 
inte~'sity of fishing was m~{~tained by fuller ~-~e of' existing vessels, but by 1954 

the · actual intensity decreased, and no increase is expected in 1955 . . 

48. . Similar s·tatistical data for skipJaclt present quite a .diffe;ent picture-~ In 
. ~ - . . 

Figure· 11 are charted for _this species measur~ments of yield, fishing ,effor-1?, and 
, ' . 

appai·ent abundance, a.gain considering the entire Ee.stern Pacific as a single, unit. 

It may be seen that, for this spec~es, apparent· abundance has exhibited very wide 

fluctuations not related to the amount of fishing. General level of catch-per

day's ~absence in re~ent years, with very much greater fishing effort and total 

catch than prewar; is as high as formerly. Biological data are not now adequate 

to determine whether the variations in appa-rent abundance are due to variations in 

availability to the fishery, or to variations in the actual abundance in the sea. 

Whatever the causes of tre variations, it appears frc:m Figure 11 that effects of 

fishing, at present levels, on the abundance of skipjack are so small that they 

cannot be detected in the-presence of va~iations due to other factors. It would 

appear that the skipjack resource· being tapped by the Eastern Pacific fishery 

can support a greater intensity of fishing before reaching the point of maximum 

average sustained yield. 
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Simultaneous occurrence of yellowfin and skipjack 

The ·two tuna species· occur very generally at the same . places at the same · 
- I ; • •. , .• 

times. · Sometimes they are · found in m~xed schools I containi~ a mixture of members 
. . 

of the two species of similar size: Often, however, the species are schooled ·· 

separately.· 

50. It appears ·likely, from our investigat~ons to date, that the yellowfin tuna 

resource· ·1s in a more advanced stage of e;q,l~itation than the skipjack resource 

and that, therefore, in an unregulated fishecy the level of fishing giving maximum 

sustained yield of yellowfin w_ill be passed before that for skipjack is attained. · 

51. Two courses of action are possib+e at such time as it becomes necessary to 

establish conservation regulations: (1) action to maximize the sustained av:erage 

catch of each species . individually, or (2) action to mQximize the sustained · 

average catch of the aggregate of'both species. The first course of action would 

result in a greater total. sustained e,verage catch than the· latter, proYiding . 

that it is possible, in practice, to design regulatory measures ~uch that fishing 

for yellowfin is controlled differentially from fishing _for skipjack. The 

· practicality oi' such measures involves consideration of considerable complexity,. 

both. •with respect to the behaviour of the fish and with respect to juridical, 

. political, and economic matters. The scientific staff of the Commission is not, 

at ·this time, prepared to make recommendations on this subject, since the 

scientific information respecting the behaviour of the fish is as yet inadequate 

for this purpose. 
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Total catch of yellowfin and skipjack tuna from the Eastern Pacific, 
1918-1953. 
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FIGURE J. Quantities of bait fishes, by kinds, taken by U.S.Clippers 1951-1953. 
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Relative abundance of zooplankton organisms in the Eastern tropical 
Pacific May-August, 1952. 
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Relationship between fishing -cintensity and total catch, wi~h estimated 
relation between fishing intensity and average equilibrium catch, yellow
fin tuna, 1934-1953~ 
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Number of clippers fishing from U.S. West Coast ports, J,932-1953. 
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